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Readers' theatre, also known as group interpretation of 
!I literature, is a relatively new medium under .investigation. In fact, 
;j very little empirical research has been done in this area, especially 
\l t~e study of its impact on the elementary school child. A similar 
: medium, known as choral speaking, has functioned to a limited degree in 
I 
~~ elementary schools and has been used especially as a "motivating device 
1
1 to interest chi 1 dren in poetry." 
1 A 1 though many theorists have demon-
!\ strated throug h empirical and descriptive research the positive effects 
I 
I 












;; nstener, except for the listener's aesthetic response to the literature . ,, 
•' 
I Jl/ ,First, this study attempted to determine the impact of readers' theatre -p 
I 
:l on the chi 1 d 's comprehension and retention of 1 i tera ture. Secondl y, it 
I 
hstudied the effect of readers' theatre on the introverted child's 
I 
" 
~ participation · i n group discussion. This ·second part of the study evo 1 ved ·: 
II 
·as a result of personal observations of reticent students. After expo-
Jsure to readers' theatre, the seemingly shy , reticent students appeared 
I 
i· to become bold and more willing to discuss the story they heard. 
H 




of readers' theatre on the listener. The concept of the listener 




1Geraldine Garrison, "Bibliography of Choral Speaking in the 














involved: the reader, the listener, and the audience. 
II 
'I H His tory and Deve 1 opment of Readers' Theatre 
[ 
' 
~ carried on by wandering minstrels; and when poems had more than one 
i! 
1! character with one individual reciting each part, the art of interpre-
ll 
11 tation was developed. Readers' theatre began when two characters were 
h • 
:: read by two different individuals.2 Medieval times saw the uniting of 
:j 
1! interpretation and drama in church 1 i turgy \vh i ch "was amp 1 i fi ed by the 
I ., 
!\ addition of mimetic action, symbolic costume, and the suggestion of 
:! dialogue through anti phonal chant. "3 This medi urn was dormant in the 
"years therea fte r except for its limited revival in the form of choral 
I 1 












,, na tion-wide favor in the United States, especially in the schools, where 
I· 
_; it was found to possess a psychological as well as artistic value."4 




professionall y in what may be considered a revival of this art. 
I 
In 1951, I 
l 
I 
Don Juan in Hell was presented by Charles Boyer, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, 
jl 
!! Charles Laughton, and Agnes Moorehead. Little movement was used in -this 
' 
: production. The readers sat on stools and the action was confined to 
t, 
.. --·-------
ll 2Eugene Bahn, "Interpretative Reading in Ancient Greece," 
!! Quarterly Journal of Speech, XVIII (June, 1932), pp. 434-437. 
~ 3 I 
I
I Leslie Irene Coger and Melvin R. White, Readers Theatre Handbook j 
1 
(Glen vi e~J, Illinois: Scott, Foresman and Company, 1967), pp. 10-11. j 
I· 4 II 
~~a ry Halderman Armstrong, "Certain Aspects of Choral Speech, 1 
;
1









their gestures and facial expressions. This readers' theatre production 




In 1952, Laughton directed the popular John Brown's Body. Again, 
'I 
ii well known uctors appeared in the readers' theatre adaptation, including I' 
II I 
:1 Raymond ~1as s ey, Judith Anderson, and Tyrone Power. Cons i derab 1 y more l'j 
II . I 
1
! vocal variety and movement ~vere used in this production than in Don Juan 
11 in Hell. For example, each actor read many different parts and a chorus 1 
chanted, hummed, and produced other vocal . sound effects while accompanied 
l1 by music, v1hich helped carry the dramatic action forward as the chorus 
q 
h 
!l did in Greek drama. The readers sat on and leaned against a railing, 
I 
I 
1 and Miss Anderson moved about as if she were dancing in the ballroom 
'I 
I 
;1 scene. Light ing was used to enhance the mood. After many appearances 
!I 
:: in this ada pt ati on, Raymond ~~assey commented on the ways readers' 










The quiet of our audience is an awesome thing. But 
the audience is not just sitting there, allowing 
itself to be entertained . We seem to have brought 
to them the key to that too-long-locked room where 
they had put away their ability to imagine, to see, 
to do, to share.6 
More recent professional productions include the presentation of 
I' 
;: t hree volumes from Sean O'Casey's autobiography which include Pictures 
I 
1l in the Hallway, I Knock at the Door, and Drums Under the Windows; to 
II ·5 Judy Lee Svore, "An I nves ti gati on of Audience Response to Prose 
· Literature when Perceived through Silent Reading, Oral Interpretation, 
l 
II 
1 and Readers' Theatre" (unpublished thesis, University of Montana, 1965), 
:, pp. 10-11. ,, 
l! . 6Raymond Massey, "Ameri can Classic: · John Brown's I! 
' Vivid Reminder of Our Heritage,'' Ne\v York Herald Tribune j;J 

















=- il 'I 
11 Nev./ York production of Brecht on Brecht; John DosPassos' U.S. A.; Dylan I· 
: Thomas' Under Milk Wood; the adaptation of George Bernard Shaw's letters J 
~ to Mrs. Patrick Campbell into a script entitled Dear Liar; a program of I 
[j Ca r 1 Sandburg's prose and poetry ca 11 ed The t~or l d of Car 1 Sandburg; 
II Spoon River Antho 1 ogy, which not on 1 y has been performed on stage but 
\j' a 1 so on te 1 evi s ion; and The I nvesti oa ti on, fhe court record of the men 
I . 
!1 tried for the atrocities against the Jews at Auschwitz.? 
II l . Readers' theatre has also emerged in the educational field. 
\ For example, in 1960, Southwest Missouri State College presented 
~ Dandelion Wine at the Speech Association of America's Convention; the 
•i 
jj university of Kansas presented an original script entitled Ebony Ghetto 
~ containing the poems of Langston Hughes -and Fenton Johnson inters persed 
!i 
II 
~ with fo lk ballads . Other productions by colleges include The Battle of 
1
jthe Sexes; Camus' The Stranger; Fielding's The Tragedy of Tragedi es ; and 
\l Readers ' Theatre f or Children, an original script prepared and presented 
ll by Southwest t~i ssouri State College. 8 
II 
!I 
Besides readers' theatre performances at the college level, high 
!: schools and even junior high schools have been involved with the medium 
:j 
j! of readers' theatre in forensic · competitions, civic club presentations, 
I! 
1: church performances, and schoo 1 programs. At a meeting of the Florida 
!\ Forensics' Executive Board, held in t~arch, 1972, at the University of 
II 
lj Sou th Florida, it was resolved that high school forensic competitions 
1·---





8 rbid., p. 16. 
II 





'I ,· !I 
~:.:! __ ================~~======5 ========================*11 ====== 
--:= 111 
:; sha 11 include the a rea of readers' theatre. 9 
II 
! Thus, we can conclude from this brief overview that experimen-
il tation and creativity are expanding in the professional and educational 
! 
.: areas in a-n-effort to enhance the relationship bet\1/een the audience and -
'I 










The purpose of this investigation is to determine (1) if readers' 
' theatre as a form of oral communication causes students to comprehend 
I 
I 
more of the presented material than those students exposed to the 
I 
mate rial by si lent reading or oral interpretation; (2) if exposure to 
reade rs' thea~re increases the students' retention of the content of the 





the materia l by oral interpretation and silent reading. 
Hypotheses 
1. Readers' theatre is significantly more effective than oral 
! 
' interpretation and silent reading in increasing the comprehension of 
I 
II 
~ the content presented. 
ol I 2. Readers' theatre is significantly more effective than oral 
11 interpretation and s i 1 ent reading in increasing the retenti·on of the 





-'Florida Forensics. Resolution Passed at the University of ;j 











' 3. Readers' theatre is significantly more effective than oral 
, interpretation and silent reading in prompting introverted students to 
, participate actively in group discussion. 







Readers' Theatre. For the purpose of this study readers' theatre I 
ll reading cause an audience to experience 1 i terature .1 ° 
I , 
distinct form of dramatic presentation of varied types of literature in 
]wh ich the ma jor emphasis is upon aural appeal with the audience attention I 
li concen trated on the literature. An extension of this definition, as it 
applies to this investigation, can be found in Appendix A. 





. , i nterpreta ti on ,; 11 be defined as one interpreter who through his oral II 
Ora 1 i nterpreta ti on II ' read ing causes an audience to experience literature. 
I is concerned with an individual reader's perception and communication to 1 
I 
an audience of the intellectual, emotional, artistic, and stylistic 




, res ponse which is sought is determined by the author's intention, and it ~ 
is therefore the task of the oral interpreter to evoke or re-create the 
desi red response in his audience by means of a well traineq voice and 
II 
i, body . 11 
' I 
10Leslie Irene Coger, ''Interpreters Theatre: Theatre of the 
~ ~1 ind," Quarterly Journal of Speech, XLIX (April, 1963), pp. 157-164 . 
1 
• 
11 charlotte I. Lee, Oral Interpretation (2d ed.; Boston: 
























defined as a solitary person translating unpronounced \vo rds of vJr i tten 
I 
II 






!was described~s a method which permits repetition of preceding material 
I 
:1 as we ll as si mu ltaneous contemplation of the material. Distractions 
II 
!! encountered in the presence of an audience are not faced by the silent 
!l reader. 12 
I · Reticence. For the purpose of this study reticence is defined I 
las any individual who withdraws from the speaking situation due to some I 
:anxiety produci no function. 13 Larry Steward in his doctoral dissertation I 
II . v II· 11 des cri bes the reticent individual as " .. one wh o consistently exhibits 





.perceives and evalua tes his actual or projected performances which in 
I 
turn results in the selection of inappropriate behavior." 14 This study 
,, 
Jassumes t ha t the reticent child is also the introverted child and, 
., 
II .: therefore, concerns i tse 1 f with the listener 1 s persona 1 i ty traits in the II 








12 ~J ilma H. Gr imes and Althea Smith Mattingly, Interpretation: 
Wri ter, Reader, Audience (San Francisco : Wadsworth Publishing Co . Inc., 
.: 1 9 61 ) ' p . l 7 . 
II 
1
1 13Theodore S. Hopf, 11 Reticence and the Oral Interpretation 
!:Teacher," Soeech Teacher, XIX (November, 1970), pp. 268-271. 
·I 
.' · 14Larry A. Steward, "Attitudes Tmvard Communication: The 
':content Analysis of Interviews with Eight Reticent and Eight Non-Reticent 
{ allege Students 11 (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Penn State University, 
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Background and Related Research 
The following is a review of experimental research that has been ,I 
:, done regarding the listener. The results presented in the forthcoming I ,, 
·: studies ca-n · be applied directly or indirectly to readers' theatre because II 
they deal with the effects of communi cation on the listener's compre- I 
I 
1 hension of, retention of, and response to literature or speeches as • 
ll perceived through different modes of communication. 
!I • 
!: 
According to Wayne N. Thompson, the earliest quantitative 
'I res earch concerned with audience retention of content was conducted by 
I 
1 Cha rles Woolbert.l5 Woolbert' s study, although not statistically 
!ana lyzed, clearly identified the dependent and independent variables 
under invest igati on. The dependent variable \vas comprehension of the 11 
I 
! 
con tent presented; the independent variable wa s the mode of delivery, 
of wh ich t here were eleven. Woolbert computed the means but not the 
l 
standard devi ations. He did not apply tests for the significance of 
differences between the means, but stated that 
II 
the differences were very !' 
large . Woolbert concl uded that listeners will retain the content when 
I 
it is presented with large variations of rate, force, pitch, and 
qu ality.l 6 Therefore, on the basis of the Woolbert study, this 




The listener's reactions to the reader's delivery has been 
,: studied by many experimentalists. Kenneth A. Harwood found no 
I 
I I 
15wayne N. Thompson, Quantitative Research in Public Address 
and Communication (New York: Random House, 1967), p. 82. 
16charles vloolbert, 11 The Effects of Various ~~ode s of Public 














;: significant differences in 1 is tenabi 1 i ty for stories tape-recorded at II 
It I 
11 125, 150, 175, and 200 words per minute.
17 Another experimentalist, I 
; Martin Cobin, found audience preference for a reader's maintenance of I 
I! 
1 
good eye-contact in a face-to-face situation. 18 However, Cobin reported I 
;: no statistically significant findings in his study. ~~ 
11 
'I 
In a 1949 experimental study, Paul W. · Beardsley, of the 
11 University of Oklahoma, compared the effects of listening to literature 
I 
~ with listenina while readino along with the reader. His conclusions are 
!l f 11 ->( 1 ) th . ~ . . . . t. . 1 . . d 
Jl as o ows : ere 1s a ga1n 1n apprec1a 10n 1n 1sten1ng an 
li read ing over listening based on factual recall and relationships, 
I 
jl (2) the statement, " I am attracted by the choice of \.1/0rds in the poem," 




1 (3 ) the statement, "I am attracted by the rhythms in the poem," shov;ed 
·, . 
. :: a gain in appreciation in listening and reading over listening, (4) the 
ll statement , "I th ink the poem contains beauty, 11 showed almost no gain in 
I . 
, appreciation in listening and reading over listening, (5) in none of the 
,I 
·l criteria does listening show a statistically significant gain over 
i li s ten i ng and reading in appreciation, and (6) listening to a recording 
I . 
. !of a ,, poem and reading the poem from the printed page at the same ti me 
not detract from appreciation.l9 Based upon Beardsley's findings, I! do es 
1: 
~~ ---------
l7Kenneth A. Harv1ood, "Listenability and Rate of Presentation, " 
~ Speech Monographs, XXII (March, 1955), pp. 57-59. 
,I 
'I 18Martin Cobin, "Response to Eye-Contact," Quarterly Journal of 
~ Spe~ch, XLVIII (December, 1962 ) , pp. 415-418. 
~~ 19Paul ~J. Beardsley, "Listening Versus Listening and Readin~: 
A Study in the Appreciation of Poetry" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertat1on, 












we may conclude that listening and reading is superior to listening when I 
, appreciation of the literature is a factor. 
Bernard J. Goldstein wrote a doctoral dissertation entitled 
•I 
j 





" h h ;I 1l wa s to measure t e compre ension of poetry under various conditions of 
;j 
I 




poetry when read by its author or another reader. Hmvever, he did agree 
,, 
i wfth Beardsley that comprehension improves when students look at the 
•j text of the poetry '.1/hile hearing it read. Goldstein further discovered 
I 
1
tha t compreh ension of the poems was dependent upon their difficulty as 
:: determined by the ir readability indices measured by the Lorge Formu la.20 
James D. Young investigated the effects of oral reading, silent 
, reading , and listening on vocabulary growth. Young concluded that the 
ora l reading group showed a significantly higher gain in vocabulary · 
I . I 
\scores over the group of listeners and a gain, though not significant, j! 
' ove r the silent reading group. 21 Thus, it would seem that silent reading ~ 
I 
and oral reading are superior to listening in terms of vocabulary growth; 
~ an d also that reading aloud is superior to silent reading . 
' 
1: 
11 Raymond E. Collins' study entitled "An Experimental Investigation 
·of the Compreh ension of Prose Materials when Read Silently and when Read 
1 Aloud,' 1 experi mentally investigated the comprehension of prose literature 
!I by audiences responding through silent and ora 1 reading. Collins 
II 
; 20Bernard Jon Gold~tein, "The Comprehension of Poetry from 
.Re cbrdings" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia University, 1952). 




! Growth by f"' eans of Oral Reading, Silent Reading, and Listening," Speech 





!I 11 II 
=tF=============================================~====== 
;. reported that the over-all effect of the ora 1 reading presentation · on ! 
:i I 
~: the listener was s·ignificantly greater than that of the silent reading. 22 J 
IJ. . 
1 Here, too, it seems that oral reading may be superior to silent reading. 
·I I 
jl At . Ohi-o State University, Keith Brooks and Sr. I. · Marie Hu lftange II 
1! camp l eted an ex peri menta 1 study entitled 11 Audi ence Response to the Ora 1 1 
II 
i: lnterpretati on of Literature as Perceived Through Different Media." They I I investigated possible diffe~ences in audience response to the oral I 
1 irtterpretation of three selected short stories when the performances 
I 
~ were perceived by three methods: face-to - face, television, and audio 
!I tape . The experimenters designed and validated six tests for measuring 
~~ listener response to the following four factors: (1) aesthetic response, 
II 
1
! (2) degree of interest, (3) judgment of quality of technique, and 
I 
I 
q ( 4) comprehension of content. The study vias designed to indicate di f-
·1 
' fe rences between the methods of presentation and between the stories in 
,; the four di mens ions. Findings to the study pertinent to the one at hand 
j 
I 
are : (1) the content value of the story significantly affects at l~ast 
ll 
11 some of the dimensions of listener response, (2) the face-to-face method 
!! 
:1 is significantly superior to the audio method as a means of eliciting 
aesthetic response. Thus, the experimenters conclude that face-to-face 
I 
! 
!~ oral reading presentation appears superior in eliciting aesthetic 
I 
:j response to literature, and the content of the material presented is an 
'tl important factor to consider when evaluating listener•s response.
23 
,I . . 
:! 22 Ra ymond E. Collins, 11 An Experimental Investigation of the 
1!Comprehension of Prose ~~aterials vJhen Read Silently and when Read Aloud,•• 
;
1 
Speech t~onographs, XXVII (June, 1960), p. 147. 
I 
Re sponse I 
pp. 73-79. 
/ ~ ..( 
'
1 23 Keith Brooks and Sister I. t,1arie Wu lftange, 11 Listener 
:1 to Oral Interpretation, 11 Speech ~~onographs, XXXI (March, 1964), 
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'I Comparative Analysis of Audience Response to Realistic and Anti-Realistic 
!, Drama when Perceived through Acting, Readers Theatre, and Silent 
,j 
;! Reading. II . • A- semantic differentia 1 sea 1 e deve 1 oped by Raymond G. Smith 
!: was used to measure the subjects' responses. 24 Witt found no significant 
II 
II 
ij interaction effect upon audience r~sponse to a particular form or style 
:! of play wh ich related directly to the method of presentation and per-
·l 
!l ception, but he did conclude that readers' theatre was preferred over 
!. 
:I 
:: silent reading and that acting was preferred over both the other means 
.I - -,. 
•of presentation. Witt indicated the need for further research in 
jl 
!! determining the effect of readers' theatre and other modes of presen-, 
dtati on on the li stener. 25 
I 
Judy Loe Svore's thesis, "l\n Investigation of Audience Response 
!I 
1to Prose Literature Wh en Perceived Through Silent Reading, Oral 
I! Interpretation, and Readers' Theatre, 11 measured subjects' responses on 
II 
·· a Likert tvoe scale on two criteria: ethical and aesthetic. She con-
" I 
I 
eluded that there was no significant difference in response to the 
I 
'1 vario us means of presenting the 1 i tera ture. Hm•1ever, there was some 
it 
': significant difference in the effects of methods of presentation in 
I' I . 







:: serious as indicated on the seven point scale used. She further concludeJ 
I' 
!I 24Raymond G. Smith, "A Semantic Differentia 1 for Theatre Concepts ,'1 
•1Speech Monographs, XXVIII (Ma rch, 1961), p. 8. 
I 
lj · 25oani e 1. ~~itt, 11 Audience Response to Acting, Readers' Theatre and 
i1Silent Reading of Realistic and Anti-Realistic Drama," Western Speech, 
·\ XXX (Spring, 1966), pp. 123-129. 
II 






• that readers' theatre presentations appear to evoke a more serious 
' 
.: response from the audience. 26 
·' II 
II 








'I undertaken -r-elative to the effects of personality, the effect of content I 
l! of material being perceived, and the effect of various methods of 
lj 
~ presentat ion. He again stressed this point along with Eugene Bahn and 
!1 LaMont Okey in their book entitled, "The Commun icative Act of Ora 1 
!I ln'terpretation." 27 These authors indicate that considerable investi-
il gation needs to be done in the aforementioned areas including the number 
I, 
II 
iand type of reading experiences provided, the effects of personality 
:! traits of readers, and the effect of the oral approach versus the 





:' done in these areas, as demonstrated in the previously mentioned studies; l 
I 
but much more research is needed. 
tl 
tl 
This study will attempt to determine the effects of three methods 1 
I 
,of presentat ion on the listener as measured by the listener's compre- .I 
effects of 11 
ll 
l! 
· hension and retention of content, and it will investigate the 
II . 
J three methods of presentation in prompting the introverted student to 
11 
l 













27Keith Brooks, Eugene Bahn, and LaMont Okey, The Communicative 1 




















METHOD AND PROCEDURE 








li main stages: 
II 
(1) the execution of a pilot study; (2) the selection and 
;\ assignment 
~ readers' theatre presentation; (5)_ the selection and rehearsal of 
l 
1reade rs for t he oral interpretation and readers' theatre performances; 
(6) the develo . ment of the comprehension and retention tests; (7) the \I 
I development of discussion questions; and (8) the selection of a 
l 
discussion j 
.1 1 eader . I 
These eight stages overlap in some respects, but considering them l1 
!i 
independently facilitates a clearer· view of the relationship between the 11 
If 
.1 va rious parts of the investigation. 
Pilot Study 





ii i n an attempt to determine if the method and procedure used in its ad- I 
;; 1 
rministration were operable. As a result of the pilot study, the followi ng
1
l 
~co nsiderations and alterations were incorporated in this investigation: 1 
·I . 
, (1 ) see that there are proportionate numbers of introverted and extro-







1his name on the answe r sheet; (3) the retention test should contain the 
!I 
!! same questions used for the comprehension test with the same ten-minute 
limit; (4) the experimenter should read the comprehension and ;j time 
•I 
,retention test -questions aloud so that all students, even the poor 
i 
!l 
ireaders, can understand them; 
I; 
(5) the students should spell their answers 
,:as best they can, but if they cannot s pe 11 a \Atord at a 11 , they may ask 
I 
for help from the experimenter. The child may whi sper the answer he is 
not able to spell, and the experimenter will spell the word for him, 
~1heth er it is the correct answer or not. Generally, the pilot study 
,J 
" :demonstrated the importance of conducting this investigation as uniformly 
rs possible in each treatment group. This includes verbal instructions 
~s well as procedural steps. These considerations and alterations 
I 
insu red the subjects and material for later statistical analysis. 
'j The pilot further demonstrated that the short story used had ll 
dramat ic appeal, which sustained the interest of the silent reading 
'I 
~roup, as well as enhanced audience participation in both the oral 
·i nterpreta ti on and readers' theatre. groups. The 1 eve 1 of 1 anguage used 
'I 
~n the story seemed to presen t no undue difficulty. 
lj 
11 Se 1 ect ion of Subjects 
I  
11 The subjects used in this study consisted of ten fourth and fifth 
'i 
:grade classes located in Central Florida. The classes were composed of 
II 
1kl ow, average, and advanced level students. In total, 319 subjects took 
I 
''tart in the experiment, which resulted in un~qual N1 s across method of 
I . 
I 
resentati on treatments with 112 subjects in the silent reading group, 














JL 16 . I 
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the readers' theatre group. The majority of subjects used v1ere nine and 
!I 
~ ten years of age and, in most instances, had no previous experience in . 
~~ speech activities on the elementary level. In this study no effort ~/as 
! made to cor~~late subjects according to sex, background, or race. 
I 
I Hm1ever, the students • 1 eve l s of abi 1 i ty were considered as we 11 as the 
students' personality trai~s in the area of introversion-extroversion. 
I • Selection of an Instrument for Measuring 
Introversion-Extroversion l 
I• 
lj The IPAT Childrens• Personality Questionnaire1 was chosen to 
I measure the students• personality traits of introversion-extroversion 
I 
!I because : 
l (1) the test is designed for children between eight and twelve 
1! 
I 
11years of age; 
! 
II 
(2) the test is non-projective and, therefore, may be administered 
1 to a large group; 
l 
I 
(3) the test may be read aloud so that even the poor reader will 
I be able to understand and answer the questions; 
I 
!1 (4) the dimension of introvertness and extrovertness may be 
II 
'! ext racted from the questionnaire so only those questions applying to 
II 
~ tha t area will be asked, thus saving time for administration, answering, 
I 
I i and interpretation. 
' 
I Thirty questions ~ere extracted from the questionnaire that 
l ap plied to the -personality traits of introversion and extroversion. 
lrnstitute for Personality and 





Ability Testing, Childrens' 




~ The parts extracted were A~ F, and H. The following descriptions sum-
11 
i marize much of the interpretation currently applied to these areas. 
·I Factor A is concerned spec1fically with the reserved versus the 
!I . 
II outgoing individual. The high scorer is generally characterized as a 
~ warm and sociable individual, the low scorer, as more cool and aloof. · 
'! At the childhood level, the difference between the high and low scorers 
! is particularly evident in the extent to which the child responds 
1 f~vorably to teachers and to the school situation generally. 2 
!· 
Factor F is concerned specifically with the sober versus the 
l happy-ga - l ucky i ndi vi dua 1. 1he high scorer is rather enthusiastic, 
I 





ij deprecating. Research evidence indicates that the high F child is ~ 
~ li k ely to come f rom a relatively secure and affectionate family milieu, I 
rwhile the l ow-scoring child's home life is likely to be characterized by ~ 
~ deprivation of affection. 3 
~ Factor H is concerned specifically with the shy versus the ven-
1 turesome i nd i vi dua 1 . Like factor A, factor H expresses varying degrees 
!I 
lof sociabili _v, 
i v 
While the high A individual is sociable in the sense 
l 




vidual is sociable in the sense that he interacts freely and boldly with 
people. The low H 




child is more 




sensitive and more easily intimidated 





II ---~p===========================l8==========================~1 ====== 
1
!1 Since there were thirty questions given that measured introvert-
, extrovert, the introverted student was identified by his low score of 
lj • 




: identified -b-yhis high score of sixteen or more on the personality test. 1 
!' This ~·J as done because, as stated in factors A, H, and F, a low score .v1as il 




il of the extroverted chi 1 d. The students were told that this was not a I 
I I 
II t'es t but a means for the experimenter to get to know them. They ~t/ere II 
1; then asked to express their opinions on certain matters by selecting one 
"Of tv/0 choices given them. See Appendix B for the questions, answer 
' 
ll sheet, and frequ ency distribution of results. 
I 
! 
Selection and Preparation of the Story 
for the Presentations 
The story chosen for this investigation was from Widdershins and 
Other Stories, a Pacesetters in Personal Reading series book published 
I 5 
lby Lyons and Carnahan, Inc. This book was chosen because the reading 
II 
1
levels of the stories therein range from grades 2.8 to 6.2. The title 
I, 





.s tory numbers only seventeen pages v-1hich facilitated a meaningful cutting I 
!I I 
vl ithout undue immolation of the author's style and artistic unity in 1 
I 
I; . t• •. orgamza 1on. The four major characters in the story and the addition 
'I I. 
'j of a narrator provided parts for five readers in the readers' theatre 
!presentation of the material. However, only three readers were used, 
jl 
ll~-----
5 Kathryn Lumley, ~~i ddersh ins and Other Stories (Chicago: 
\i and 
II 






~ '1'1 ~ ' 
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't i',' 11 t wo men and one woman, with the men playing two parts each . This number t! 
iii proved to be efficient in terms of workability and rehearsal procedure . 
l' 
;! The words ~ ~ ed in the story were typical of the current spoken language 
il and were thought likely to be within the standard vocabulary of the 
I· 
!! average f ourth through sixth grade student. The relatively simple 
! structure of the sentences and overall clarity of the author's style 
j o ~ writing \-1/ould seem to place the story within the elementary school 
students • scope of understanding. 
I 
~ Cu tting proced ures 
j Fo r t he purpose of this study a cutting taken from the story 
I 
i' t~Ji ddershi ns served as the test material . In using a cutting rather than 
/ the ori gi nal :el ect i on, the underl ying consideration was that the parti e-
' ' ul ar effect of either a silent r eading , oral interpretation , or readers • 
I 
! theatre pres entati on would, in part, be reflected th r ough the specifi c 
form of the written materia 1 generally accorded each. Si nee t he emphasis 
pof the investigation was the effect of methods of presentation on the 
I 
!li st ener, the cutting was made on the basis of adapting the original 
ljlmaterial to a form which would readily lend itself to oral interpretati on 
Jand readers' theatre presentations without undue alteration of the design 
!or artistic qualities in the story also necessary for the silent r eading 
presentation. This involved the deletion of some words and passages 
according to a pattern which placed the narrative focus on t he major 
characters. Although this in turn resulted in some condensation of the 
1
original development, it at the same time enabled the material in t he 
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'I 
•I readings." In this same regard, the silent reading manuscripts were 
i! reproduced in the form of the original short story and cut only in the 
!, 
1! instances necessary to maintain uniformity in content ~t-Jith the material 
'I 
I 
'i used in the other two presentation conditions. The actual material in 
!1 
r the form of the short story manuscript and readers• theatre script have 
j 





Selection and Rehearsal of Readers 
The readers selected for this study had previous training in 
I 
! readers! theatre under Mrs. Frances Johnson, speech and theatre 
1
!instructor at Florida Technological University. Since the students 
il 
1
selected had prev ious experience and training in speech and drama, they 
11could be a ss u~ed capable of presenting an artistic and effective 
lj chi 1 dren • s readers • theatre performance. 6 The students se 1 ected vJere 
i 
i t\ .. 10 rna 1 es and one fern a 1 e. The t~;Jo rna 1 es read b/o parts each and the 
I fema le read ~nly one part. In addition, the female participant read the 
i, 
' sto ry in the ora l interpretation condition. The experimenter rehearsed 
:! the three readers for a period of ten hours. The main objective of the 
,, 
!! rehearsal sessions was to direct the readers toward a unified production 
;l and presentation of the literature. Diction, interpretation of the 
1
1
'l materi al, communication of the author•s meaning, and movement were the 
lmaj or areas of emphasis throughout the course of rehearsal. In addition 
!I to part i ci pati ng in the group rehears a 1 s for the readers' theatre 
I presentation, the female reader rehearsed the oral interpretation 
'-------
1 
6statement by Mrs. Frances L. Johnson, Speech and Theatre 
! Instructor at Florida Technological University, Orlando, Florida, 









~ presentation. The same objectives underlying the group rehearsals were 
I 
:; stressed except for movement. 
h 
The major emphasis was placed on under-
I 
~ standing and interpreting the material with the goal of effective 








Development of Comprehension 
and Retention Tests 
Since the experimenter was interested in the listeners' compre-
!! hension and retention of the content presented, short answer questions 
1
1relating to the material presented were developed. The comprehension 
I 
test was administered immediately after the presentations; the retention 
•I 
1




The c- prehension test was composed of ten short answer questions ~ 
.' in an attempt to evaluate the recall, but not the recognition abilities 
11 
1
of the subject s. A ten-minute time limit was set for this test. A copy 
,I of the comprehension and retention tests can be found in Appendix D. 
II 
:I 
Development of Discussion Questions I 
I II 
II The questions used in the discussion were taken from the teacher' s
1 
ed ition of ~·/ iddershins and Other Stories in a section called 11 Critical 
!!Th inking and Interpretation. 117 This section contained questions designed 
for small group 
I 
1iexchange ideas. 
discussions during which children may interact and 
Of course, the questions used related to the ideas 
presented in the story, ~Jiddershins. 







7Lumley, Widdershins, p. 19. 









Selection of Discussion Leader 




I A fifteen -minute discussion was held i~ediately after the 
~ comprehension test was compl eted . The discussion was led by a ma le , 
I graduate s i:~d~t enrolled at Florida Techno 1 ogi ca 1 University. Si nee ~~I 
It , ! :' tne graduate student held a major in communication, with extensive course · 
I 
j work in group discussion~ tbe experimenter felt him qualified to handle 
the discussion. The discussion leader presented the students with a 
1 concept or idea and asked them to comment on it. The only restriction 
he placed on them was not to talk while someone else was talking. This 
I system seemed to facilitate 
~ part in the discussion. 
I 
I Recording the di scussion 
the opportunity for all students to take 
'I 
I! The experimenter recorded the number of times each student 
I 
participated in the discussion. The participation was only recorded 
wh en it applied to the questions asked. The main concern here was the 
t! 
'· '' frequency of relevant utterances in an attempt to ascertain what effect~ 
I! 






I Three groups of subjects composed of a total of 319 elementary 
I school students participated in the experiment. Each group ·of subjects 
was first given a personality test measuring their traits of introvert-
extrovert. Secondly, they experienced on~ of three experimental 
1
conditions: (1) silent reading, (2) oral interpretation, and (3) readers 'I 
!thea tre presentations of prose literature. Thirdly, the subjects were 
!administered a comprehension test in the content presented. Fourthly, -
23 
ll 
!I a discussion was held relating to the story presented. 
:1 II 
~ ~ 
! I - i!===================#:l=== 
! I I! 
CHAPTER III !::. I 
;! ll I RESULTS I 
'11 h · j, I As stated in t e preceding cnapter, all 319 subjects selected 
:, for this investigation were administered a personality test measuring 
ll th'ei r i ntrovert-extrov~rt traits. Then they vJere randomly assigned to 
ll 
!I one of three experimental conditions. In Experimental Condition A, 






II ature se 1 ect ion. In Ex peri menta 1 Condition B, subjects experienced an 
n l 
1
, ora l interpretation presentation of the same prose literature selection; 1 
I and in Experi mental Condition C, subjects experienced a Readers' Theatre 
II 
I 
' presentation of the same prose literature selection. Following each 
I 
' 
i: presentation, a comprehension test was administered across ex peri menta 1 
:l 
It 
· treatments to all subjects. Then a small group discussion of the story 
!! ;I 
\1/as conducted. Two weeks later, a retention test was admin istered. 













Of the original 333 subjects who took part in the investigation, I 
li jl three were ccilled out of the room during the experiment and eleven were 
,; 
1absent when the retention test was administered. Because of incomplete ,, 
1' data, these subjects were eliminated. Therefore, in total, data were 
'l 
; 1 obt~ined from the remaining 319 subjects. One hundred and twelve of 
jl 
· these subjects were in Experimental Condition A (silent reading), with 
I 




















1! in Ex peri mental Condition C (readers • theatre). 11 
~ I 
~~ I · Type of Data and Method of Analysis 
.;1 ll 
~~ An a~-a~ysis of variance, F-test, was administered on the ljl 
~ comprehension test scores of the advanced, average, and slow groups to 
il l 
~ see if the groups were significantly different in regard to the content l 
~ presented in the three conditions. Significance was found among the I 
~ three conditions in the slow group scores (F=72.85, df=2/121, p<.Ol) and 
'l ' 
~ in the average group scores (F=ll.24, df=2/86, p<.Ol). No significance 
I wa s found among the th~ee conditions in the advanced group scores 
I (F=0.47, df=2/l03, n.s.). I 
j An F-test was also administered on the retention test scores of ~ 
;; the advanced, average, and slow groups to see if the groups were sig-
,1 
,· nificantly different in regard to the content previously presented in 
I! 
!I the three conditions. Significance was found among the three conditions 
~~ in the slow group scores (F=54.63, df=2/121, p~.Ol), the average group 
,
1
scores (F=l0.87, df=2/86, p<.Ol), and in the advanced group scores 
I 
1 (F=3.48, df=2/103, p<.05). At-test was run on both the comprehension 
·I 
i' 
!j and retention scores to find where the differences occurred. 
'I 1, The scores on the !PAT Children's Personality Questionnaire in 
~ the area of introvert-extrovert were correlated with the students' 
I f requency of utterance during the group discussion in an effort to see 
I if the introverted student participated in group discussion as a result 
of ~ny one of the three methods of presentation. An F-test was ad-
j' ministered but yielded no significance among the three conditions in 







(F=l.24, df=2/l38, n.s.). A t-test was also administered in an effort 
I 
li to determine between what conditions the difference was greatest. 
Results of the t-tests on the comprehension scores are shown in !l 
n 
Tables I an~ll. They indicate that hypothesis one: readers' theatre !1~~ 1j is s i gni fi cantly more effective than ora 1 interpretation and s i 1 ent 
I II 
·; reading in increasing comprehension of the content presented, was sup- i 
I . I 
ported at the .01 level for the average and slow students when the scores j 




scores of those receiving the s i 1 ent reading treatment. The hypothesis 
was further supported at the .01 level for the slow students when the 
I 
scores of t hose receiving the· readers' theatre treatment were compared 
; with the scores of those receiving the oral interpretation treatment. 
1, 
, lo sign i fi cc .ce was found in the scores of the advanced students exposed 
to readers' theatre when compared with the scores of those receiving 
both the silent reading and oral interpretation treatments. 
Table I 
Comparison of Comprehension Scores 
I 
•' Readers' Theatre1 
JSi lent Peading2 n t* p 
tl 
tAdvanced GrouP ComPrehension 
'I I ' 
I 

















59 3.10 .01 
'I 





*O ne-tailed test. 















l'l I Table II ·l 
il · Campa rison of Comprehension Scores l 
" I II I tl --__;:__-------------- 11 
I I! 
11 Readers' Theatre1 I 
1l Oral Interpretation2 "Xl- X2 n t* p I 
•i 
~ ~ -------------------
1; AdNanced Group Comprehension 1.02 59 0.38 
ll Average Group Comprehension 4.66 60 1. 25 











The t-tests applied to the retention scores · show that hypothesis ll 
readers ' t heatre is significantly more effective than oral inter-
' 
il preta ti on and silent reading in increasing the retention of the content 
" 'I 
1 presented, was supported at the .01 level for the slow and average 
I 
! learner when readers' theatre scores were compared with silent reading 
I 
' scores; and it '1as sup ported at the . 05 1 eve 1 for the advanced students 
I 
I 
i1 when readers • theatre scores were compared with silent reading scores. 
li The hypothesis is further supported at the .05 level for the slow and 
II 
· advanced students when readers' theatre scores were compared with oral ,. 
,I . . . 
11 1 nterpretat1 on scores. The average students' scores, when exposed to 
!j readers' theatre, were not significantly greater than the scores of 
" ;1 those exposed to oral interpretation. The results are presented in 
il . 
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Comparison of Retention Scores 
Table IV 







I Oral In'terpretationz ~ - X2 n t* p ------------·1. 
Advanced Group Retention 8.35 59 2.01 .05 
Average Group Retention 5.00 60 1.17 n .s. 
Slow Group Retention 12.35 88 2. 31 .05 
*One-tailed test. 








, that hypothesis three: 
'• 
readers' theatre is significantly more effective 
:I than oral interpretation and silent read ing in prompting introverted I' il 
1: 







but approached significance when the responses of those introverts 
I 
'I exposed to readers' theatre were compared with the responses of those 
li 
;! introverts exposed to silent reading. The fo 11 owing tab 1 es, V and VI, 




















li ----------------- ,1 
:1 Readers' Theatre
1 
S i1 ent Read i ng 2 n t* p 
II ---------------------------------------------------------------
! Introverts' Responses 
d 









*One-tailed test . The t required for significance at the five per cent 
level is 1.67. 
Table VI 
Comparison of the Frequency of Utterances 
Readers' Theatre1 
n t* p 1 Oral Interpretation2 ,, 
--------------------------~-----------------------------------






:1 In summary, the results of this investigation revealed the 
It 
j following: (l) that the method of presentation of prose literature 
: significantly affected the slow and average learners' comprehension of 

















I prehension of the content presented; (3) that the method of presentation 1 
I of prose literature significantly affected the slow, average~ and 
l advanced learners' ~etention of the content presented; and (4) although 
I not statistically significant, the method of presentation of content 
ij. approached s 1 gni fi cance in pr.ompti ng 
I


























introverted students to participate 
I 
II 















li CHAPTER IV I. 
I, 'I DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
I 
The main purpose of this investigation was first, to examine the ~~ 
,, 
retation~ and readers 1 theatre--on listeners 1 comprehension and reten-
tion; and secondly, to determine if readers 1 theatre is effective in 
prompting introverted students to .Parti ci pate actively in group 
discussion. 
Limitations of the Findings 
In general , the experimental design of this study proved work-
able. The method appears to be a sound approach to comparative small 
group research as well as research in the area of readers' theatre. 
This investigation used a seiective cutting of an original prose 
I 
!! se 1 ecti on and it may have had an effect on audience response inasmuch as 
il something of the artistic composition of the 1 i terary work may have been 
., 
il l OS t. 
p 
However, precaution was taken to preserve all but a few of .the 
I less substantive words of the original and in light of the very limited 
I 
1 amount actually substracted, the possibility that ,this factor may have 
I 
ij influenced listener response does not appear very great, but still must 
lj 
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The possibility that the "Havtthorne effec6 as operating may 
problem in this experiment. Although all groups studied received 
1: jl 
1,1! a ·readers' theatre presentation, only one group was tested on the 1 
I. 
l1 rna teri a 1 present-ed. The other groups, in addition to a readers' theatre 11! 
'I 't 
!I presentation of another story, were presented Wi dders hi ns in the ora 1 1 
I 
~ interpretation and silent reading conditions. We may conclude that 
!1 "special attention" was given the experimental group receiving the 
~ readers' theatre treatment and created the problem of the Hawthorne 
.I 
r effect vth ich may have influenced the results. However, the possibility 
I 
~~ of this actually occurring in this investigation is slight because 
;1 precaution was taken to use the same readers to present a story in 
,i readers' theatre fo rm to all the groups involved in t~e ex~e~i~ent. 
~ This was done in an effort to reduce the special treatment variable by 
I 
II 
tl affording all 
,, 
the subjects exposure to a readers' theatre condition. 
were present in each treatment group during the entire :1 The three readers 
!j . li ex pen ment. 
I 












ti me limit in the silent reading group would influence results l1 
. l I! 
1
: It was decided that "ample" time would be provided for a careful read1ng 
,I 
!' of the material \-1/ith no set limit. 
l 
At the conclusion of all treatments, [j 
i the s i 1 ent reading presentation had taken seventeen minutes, the ora 1 !I 
, · · · r 




tation, ten minutes. The question of time limitation appears to have 





lF. J. Roethlisberger and~~. J. Dickson, danagemen t and the 
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li The research results appear to have implications which could be ! 
II l 
lj of value 1.-'/ ithin .,_as \vell as beyond, the immediate concern of this study. I 
li rn regard to the significant results obtained in this investigation, the I 




silent reading and readers' theatre. The traditional notion that silent 
read~ng is equally effective as oral interpretation and readers' theatre 
in presenting prose literature to elementary school children in terms of 
I listener response may be rejected because of the significant differences 
jl; n readers • theatre treatment scores over s i 1 ent reading treatment 
!! scores. The overall conclusion based upon the results of this investi-
1· 
li gation is that readers • theatre is significantly more effective than 
d 
1 silent readir.g and oral interpretation in presenting prose literature to 
l 
1 the slm'l and average elementary school student. 
I On the basis of the statistically significant results obtained 
! 
Jin this study, one may conclude that readers' theatre is a valuable 
j I 
jl method of presentation which waul d appear to be advantageous to el ementar~ 
li teachers in presenting some literary content to the slow and average 
l1 1 earner. 
I 
In addition to the implications derived from the statistically 
I 
'! significant results of this study, there are further implications based 
IJ solely on inspection of the observed data which are of apparent value. 
It is noteworthy that the observed mean comprehension scores of 
.j the average and advanced readers' theatre groups were slightly higher 









:1 mean retention scores of the average readers • ·theatre group \.</ere 
~ higher than the mean scores of the oral interpretation group. In regard 
slightly! 
l' ~ to this observed tendency, the 
II 
~ -
I reted with Care. 
I 
I 
following implications are to be interp-
j The 1 ack of s i gni fi cant differences ·an 1 eve 1 s of abi 1 i ty between 
jl readers • theatre and oral int_erpretation presentations suggests that in 
l terms of listener comprehension of prose literature., the two methods are 
! . 










ature, readers' theatre seems more effective. However, further research 
:I is ap_pa~ntly needed in_ the area of_ retention of content. Another I ~ 
!I consideration in evaluating the results of readers' theatre and oral 
~ interpretation comparisons is that there are elements which are similar 
il in both readers • theatre and ora 1 interpretation, and these e 1 ements may 1 
~ predominate to the extent that there will be no significant differences 
II 
1 in the comprehension and retention of the content presented. This is j 
i, not necessarily the case in the presentatl on of other forms of 1 iterature I 
j For example, the Witt research in the area of dramatic literature j 
11 revea·led a significant difference for some dimensions of response 
,, 
~ recorded on a seven point Likert scale In the effect of readers' theatre 
~ and oral interpretation presentatlons. 2 The general conclusion would be 
J that the dissimilar aspects of the two forms of presentation are more 
likely to be operative when dramatic literature is presented than when 
prose literature is presented. 
In pursuing the implications among all three methods of 
1-------
1 





I presentation, it would appear that the idea of prose literature being a 
i form of written material created solely for silent reading is not sup-
The significant differences obtained on the comprehension and 
re t ention test scores indicate that silent reading may be inferior to 
! the more active methods of presenting prose literature to slow and 
average elementary school students. This statement is in direct oppo-
siti~n to the conclusion of the Svore study. 3 However, Witt's study 
suggested t hat "dramatic literature needs visual and aural stimulation 
to achieve i ts f ull effect. "4 The combined implications of results 
obtained from the present study and the Witt and Svore studies remain 
speculati ve until f uture research in the area of literary genre can 
I
I affo rd more def i ni t ive conclusions and statements. !j 
I
I 
~ As for the implications in regard to the introverted child, 
l1 readers ' theatre Y./a s not s t a tis ti ca lly s i gni fi cant in prompting the 
~ ret icent child t o take an active part in group discussion. However, 
.I the t - t est r esults i ndicate a trend favoring readers' theatre in 
l
t 
l promp ting in t roverted students to respond during group discussion. Th i s I 
~ trend demonstrated t he need for some refinements in procedure. First, 
j; 
~ the discussion could have been recorded in _an effort to see that all 
l relevant responses were recorded. Secondly, instead of recording 
I 
II 
frequency of relevant utterances, the Flander's system of interaction 
analysis could have been. employed in an attempt_ to record responses 
every .three seconds and categorize these responses. Thirdly, re 1 evant 
3svore, "Investigation of Audience Response," p. 73. 
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\; t! 
~ responses may have been unavoidably excluded by the ex per i menter because I 
1
lof th e ti me involved in ·locating the indi vidual's name on the class !1 
,, 'II r seating chart a_n.d_ recording his response. It must be realized that the I! 
11 res ults in this area, although not significant, suggest that readers' II 
:1 II 
~ th eatre may be an effective way in prompting the reticent child to 1 
1
1
acti vely participate in small group discussion. I 
I· I' II ~~ Suggestions for Future Research I 
It I 1· t· f h. d d h ll mp 1ca 1ons o t 1s stu y an t e \tJitt and Svore studies 
I I i ndicate a relat i onship between form of literature and method of 
\ pr es entat ion. Only through further research in the area of methods of 
I 
!; presenting var ·C)us literary genre will vie realize superior ways of 
.! experienci ng and understanding various forms of literary material. This 'l 
!! 1voul d contr ibute meaning f ully to the 1 i ttl e known about the ef fects of I 
I! di fferent 1 i t era ry genre on the 1 is tener. 
q 
11 This study s hm~Jed s i gni fi cant effects of · readers' theatre on the 
;j comp rehensio n and re tention scores of the slow and average students. 
!I 
: Since these subjects had diversified backgrounds, the questions of what 
11 I 
l! ethnic bac kgrounds \I/ ere involved in this study and what effect they may I 
!! have had on t he results were raised. A seemingly worthwhile area of 1.-£ 
I research may be centered around the effect of readers' theatre on various I 
ethnic backgrounds. Such research might afford the classroom teacher 
l w~ys of presenting content to the culturally deprived as well as the 
il culturally rich . 
II The three college students ~1ho presented the story \4i ddershi ns 
!l in r eaders' theatre form observed their audiences' desire to use this 



















medium themselves. Since this investigation indicated that readers' 11 
!: theatre is an effective method of presenting certain types of 1 i terature, jl 
·~ the readers, as well as the listeners, must be considered. Therefore, J 
I ~ I e 1 ementary teaChers may want to use their students to pre'i_ent as well 1 ------
1 as listen to the literature. This possibility suggests the need for I 






students who present the literature. Research of this . type may afford 




1 students' r eading ability, group participation and 
" 












of various literary ~vorks, and knowledge of authors' styles. 
Ouri g the readers' theatre presentation at one of the schools 
in th i~ study, five educable mentally retarded children 
l 
and . is tened to the presentation. Although they v1ere not 1 







I . II 
On the basis of their apparent interest, future research lj j
1 
the discussion . 
il 
I 
is warranted on the effect of readers' theatre on educable menta ll y 
'• 








children a means of self-expression as wel l as offering them a valuable 
therapy technique. 
Approx i mately seven students in this research had observable 
speech problems when responding to the discussi6n questions. This 1 ed 
to the conclusion that further research in the area of readers' theatre 
j is needed in an effort to determine its effect as a therapy technique 





In general, the application of this study's findings to the 
































' is effective in presenting prose literature to the slow and average 
il 
i 
,1 e 1 ementa ry s choo 1 student. The nons i gn i fi cant results of the third 
it 
\, hypothesis does not negate readers' theatres' implied potential in 
!I 
il . -. -
1: prompting the introverted child to actively participate in small group 
I l! discussion) but suggests the desirability and need for further experi-
1 
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EXTENDED DEFINITION OF READERS' THEATRE 
!I ·For 
,I 
this investigation, readers' theatre was defined as a medium 













ii audience to experience literature. The considerations for the main 1, 
II as peds of the pres entation were as fo 11 ows : 
i! · ( 1 ) tiJa teri a 1 : The readers' theatre trea.tments mad_e use of a 
.l 1 
il cutting from a prose selection entitled Widdershins. The cutting was 
il I 'l made on the basis of adapting the ori gina 1 materia 1 to a form which \~ou 1 d I 
I 
I 
j; readily lend i tself to oral interpretation and readers' theatre presen-
~ ta tio ns withou t undue alteration of the design or artistic qualities in 
!1 the story. Thi s involved the deletion of some words and passages 
I 
II according to 
II characters. 
a pattern which placed the narrative focus on the major 





it emphasized t he idea of magic, going back in time, and char-
who v;ere faced with conflicts throughout the story. 





jsame size and color which the readers used and referred to so that the j 
:
1
111 i terature did not appear memorized. However, eye contact with the I 
I . I 
!! audience was used, and facial expressions among the readers occurred when 
~~ directed by the literature. The material specified four characters, and 
!. those p·arts were divided among the three readers. In addition, a nar-
.l 
lj rator was used to tie segments together, to verbally set scenes, and to 
1------
1 














t! comment upon and interpret action . . The narrator spoke directly to the 
I 
j! audience and established the basic situation through transitional 













ll mig ht have disrupted the audience 1 s mental participation because, accord- j 
:I 
j! i ng to Coger and White, the majority of action doe·s not occur on stage 
1




i used their voices, gestures, facial expressions, and limited movement 
I 
1 essential to the literature. 
I 
l (4) Aides: Basically, readers' theatre is a medium which focuses 1! 
I• 
l\ on the writt e, word; therefore, props, speci a 1 1 i ghti ng effects, sound I 
!1 effects, cos tuming, and make-up were not used. I 
II 
ll (5 ) Readers: The readers selected for this study, two males and 
I one female, had previous experience and training in speech and drama. 
I 
1 The two mal es read two parts each, and the female read only one part. 
I 
I 
1 The readers had five rehearsals for a total period of ten hours. The 
.I 
11 main objective was to direct the readers to a unified presentation of 
II . 
\1 the 1 i tera ture. Diction, interpretation of the 1 i terature, communication 
11 of author's intent, and movement were emphasized throughout the rehears a 1 
l 
d sessions. The readers' theatre was presented four different times in 




~~ ----2-c_o_g_e_r_a_n_d--White, Readers Theatre, p. 54. 
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CHILDREN'S PERSONALITY QUESTIONNAIRE 
When visiting a new building do you like to have someone show you 
around or do ·you 1 ike to find your own .way? 
~~Jhen a chi 1 d 1 aughs at you do you feel badly or do you 1 augh too? 
Does your mother think you are too lively and · restless or quiet 
and calm? 
Do you work slowly or quickly? . 
Do you have many friends or just a few good friends? 
When your friends argue, do you join the argument or keep quiet 
till they finish? 
Do you go to buy your own toys or does mother do it? 
If t wo chil dren were fighting on the playground, would you let them 
fight Q_ go and tell the teacher? 
l~ou 1 d you rather work with books in a 1 i bra ry or be a Genera 1 in 
the nrmy? 
Would you rather be a tap dancer or a soldier? 
Are you doing as well as you should in your work or could you do 
better? 








Do nevi teachers frighten you or do you usually 1 ike them? 
Are most children kind to you or are- they sometimes unkind? 
Are your parents always ready to hear you talk or are they 
too busy? 
• I somet1mes II 
I 
Do you finish your school work quickly or does it take you too long? ! 
When losing a game, do you sometimes give up and save your energy 
o~ always play harder? 
If the teacher lets another child do a job you want to do, do you 





















I! 24 . . , 
i 25. 
., 




Do you find other children take advantage of you or are they kind 
to you? 
Do people like your ideas or do they not like them? 
Can you ~vork vi here peop 1 e 1 a ugh and talk or waul d you rather they 
keep still? --
Do you think you could learn to fly an airplane or would it be 
too difficult? 












~lo.ul d you rather own a small , friendly dog or a big, powerful dog? !1 
Would you rather be the captain of a peaceful ocean liner or captain 11 
of a sub in war? -- I 
I 
Do you forget your troubles quickly or do you pout for a long time? j 
Do you have a hard time deciding which games to play or do you make II 




Do you f eel afraid of things that might happen to you or are you 
satisfiec v1ith things as they are? --
i 
29. Does yo r father do things with you or do you not like to bother 




'i 30. If people ask you to do too many things, do you find a way to do 
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11 II Children's Persona l ity Questionnaire jl I ,, 
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,I Name II 
jl II ,! 
11 1. [1] or [2] r 
I' 
1 
·! 2. [1] or [2] II 
1: 3. 
I . [ 1] [2] I or 
I 
I 4. [ l ] or [ 2] 
I 
1\ s. [l] or [2] I I 
I 
i: 6. [l] or [ 2] I 
jl I I 
II 7 · [ l ~ or [2] II · J 
jj s. [1 ] or [ 2] I ,, I, 
11 9 · [1 ] or [2] ~I 
I 
[ 1] [ 2] It i 10. or I 
I 
I [l] [2] 
I 
1, 11 . or I' 
I li 12. [1] or [2] 
1113. [ 1] [2] 
ll or I 
ih 4. [ 1] or [2] I 
I' I 
jJ1s. [ l ] or [2] I I 
1116. [ 1] or [ 2] II 
II 1117 . [ 1] or [2] 
I 
'18 . [ 1] or [2] I 
119 . [1] or [2] I I 
i20. [ l ] or [2] 
:! I 
11 21 . [ 2] 
'I [ 1] or l, 












!1 22. [ l ] 
;: 
!1 23. [ 1] 
lj 
II 
1! 24. [ l ] 
II 
!j 25. [ l ] 
II [ l ] 1' 26 . 
:1 27. [ l ] 
'l [ 1] 11 28. . 
:I 
[ 1] j29. 
l?Q 











or [ 2] 
or [2] 
qr ___ [ 2] 
or [ 2] 
or [ 2] 
or [ 2] 
or [ 2] 
or [ 2] 
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SHORT STORY MANUSCRIPT AND 
READERS' THEATRE SCRIPT 
Short Story Manuscript for the 












1 We a 11 l oak forward to our summer vacations. No school and lots 





is 1,11 here this story begins. Jan and Jody are sister and brother, ages l 
·I I' ~ nine and ten. They are spending their summer vacation with their grand-
1 
:1 parents and are t hey bored: I' 
It I 
!l '1 Nothing ever happens around here, 11 said Jody . 11 I used to like I 
!! vi siti ng Grand .a in t he summer, but I think I' m getting too old f or it. 11 
I, 
j They 'tlere at t he r ail road tracks now. Suddenly they heard a 
~wh is t le, and a f ew mome nts later a passenger train tore past. The 
I 
11
engineer waved at them and they waved bac k. 
,, 
!I 
"Nothing ever happens here, 11 said Jody. 
jj 11 A train just went past, 11 said Jan. 11 And we're going to Mrs. 




"Big deal , 11 said Jody. 11 I don't want to go to Mrs. Pelican's 
. 
11 Nov~, cut that out, 11 said Jan. 11 We have to go and get some ,, 
~ olasses · for Grandma, and I'm not going by myself. 11 
il "There is something funny about t1rs. Pelican," said Jody. "I 
I 







I! ., ,, 
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''And I heard Grandma telling him to hush, that there was nothing 
to it. Nm~/ come on, Jody." 
Now they were right in front of Mrs. Pelican's little store . 
. stood all by itselfJ _on the edge of a big woods. The store was just a 
I 
.' little vJOoden building that sat in a clearing beside the road. Jody and ,, 
!I 
I 
Jan stepped inside. The room seemed bigger than they had expected, and 
i! i t wa s dark. 
I 
Blinds shut out most of the bright sunlight. They looked 
!I 




11 Ah, dearies--"Can I he lp you, my dears?" asked ~1rs. Pelican. 
did I startle you? I'm so sorry . I v1a s just f eeding my cat. 11 
''Grandma 't/ou ld li ke a gallon of molasses, please,t' said Jan. 
"Ah, yes," said t~rs . Pelican. "You're Hrs. Bellamy's grand-
" :! children, aren '1: you? Kind of dull around here this time of year, isn't ;· 
;j 't?" l . 





11 That 1 s too bad," said t-'1rs. Pelican. "Maybe 'v'le could stir things ;I 













Now, \-.Jhy don't you run around the 'i I I "I'll have to think about it. 
' back and get that molasses f or your · Grandma? 
·' 
It's in a keg back there. 
I 
ij Just open the s pout at the bottom, but be sure you hold your pail under 
:; it first . Use the front door. 
I 
I WID DERSH INS. " 
'I 


































II , . 
. Jan and Jody did as she told them. \'alking, they turned left ~ 
found themse 1 ves behind the house. ~ks. Pe 1 i can' s Store seemed o 1 der lj il and 
,, and grayer. 
I• 
I 
The woods behind the house seemed to have shrunk away to 
:: make room for a co-rnfield. Then they saw soldiers moving down the rows 
!I 
!I of corn tm•Ia rd them. They were odd-1 ook i ng so 1 di ers with strange b 1 ue 
~ and gray unifo~s and funny looking guns. Suddenly, the soldiers in 




right back at them. 
II 
I "Lvhere are vJe? vJhat's happening?" asked Jan. 
I 
"That store must be. a round here somewhere. Come on," said Jody. 
~~ ~~ Let ' s get out of here ! 11 
l! But t he minute they stepped around the back of the house, every-
!1 thing was changed again. There was a 1 ong, s 1 oping green 1 awn ~vi th big 
It 
! shade trees. In the distance they could see a barn and stables. They 
' I also caught a glimpse of a big, white house with tall pillars. Right in 
I 
li the middle of the .lawn \.Vas a big round summer house, with a crowd of 




jsuddenly, one _little boy saw him and darted out. His clothes were 
1
jstrange. He wore short purple pants, ·and his shirt had ruffles at the 
I collar and wrists, too. Before· he had a chance to speak, a tall woman 
I 
~(a me across the 1 awn., She was dressed oddly, too. She turned to Jan 
~~ and Jody and chased tnem a\t.~ay. 
I "Now what?" asked Jan. 
I! 
I 
''Haybe if we just keep going around the house," said Jody. 








11 0h, I don't think she v~ill be there, 11 replied Jody. 







1• Sure enough when they stepped behind it, everything was changed again. 
! 
. The bui 1 ding was made of logs now. Everything \.Vas quiet. Then Jan 
I 
t! t caught a movement out of the corner of her eye. An Indian was leaning 
ll 
1i against the trunk of a tree. He had a bow and arrow and was aiming 
II 
'I 
' straight at them. Jan and Jody ran back around the corner the way they 
!I 
ll had com~. When they did that, everything changed. Mrs. Pelican's 
~ Store was just Mrs. Pelican's Store. 
"Did you fill your pail to the top so that your grandma had a ll 
lj 
jj full gallon? " asked Mrs. Pelican. I 
II ~~ ~~e did n ' t find the molasses," said Jan. l, 
lj li 
1 ,, 
i "You cidn 1 t? Well, come. I'll show you." 11 
!I ~~ Mrs. Pelican took the tin pail and stepped outside. Jan and 11 
'
1
Jj Jody foll mved her. The back of Mrs. Pelican 1 s Store looked just the way I 
1








:Mrs. Pelican opened the spout and let the molasses glug into the tin pail. : 
:1 A few minutes 1 ater, Jan and Jody were wa 1 king dm·m the hot dusty road 1
1 
It 
i] toward home. They were not fee 1 i ng bored now. Instead, they ~-Jere trying 
~ to figure out what had happened. 
,! "Every time 'tile went around the house, time turned back," said 
ll 
1




"The second trip was in the days of the big plantation houses," 


















: had a narroY~t escape that time! 11 jl 
ll I 
!! 11 But what made us come back to today? 11 as ked Jan. 11 We kept 
round and retJtid and each time it was di.fferent. '' 
11 Unti l we v-tent back the other way. That's it, Jan!'' 
11 Maybe, but I v/i sh I knew what WIDDERSHINS means. That might 
I 
I 
Let • s ask Grandpa after we get home.'' 














11 You two been up to something? 11 as ked Grandpa. 
Jan said NO at the same time Jody said YES. 
11 We i l , make up your minds, 11 said Grandpa. 11 \~hich 1s it, yes or 
11 \!Je just want to ask you a question, 11 said Jan. 
11 All right. Fire away. 11 
1 Together, Jan and Jody asked, 11 What does \.<JIDDERSHINS mean? 11 
1! "Well," said Grandpa. "It's an old word and not much used 
~~ nowadays. 11 
! 
1! 
1' 11 It means counter-clockvlise, to the left that is. People used 
~~ think there was magic going around a church ltJIDOERSHINS. 11 
''But v1ha t does it mean, Grandpa? 11 as ked Jody. 
11 So that's it, 11 said Jan. liAs long as we ~vent to the left, we 
,, 







!! Suddenly, Jan and Jody smiled and v.tondered hmv soon 
r 
I 
Grandma would ~~ 








II Jan: ,, _ 
" 
55 
Readers' Theatre Script for 
the Readers' Theatre Presentation 
We all look forward to our summer vacations. No school and 








' Jan and~ Jodtyh are sister II 
ney are $pen 1ng e1r summer 1
1 
to do. That's where this story begins. 
and brother, ages nine and ten. 
vacation with their grandparents and are they bored! 
. Nothing ever happens around here. I used to like visiting 
Grandma in the summer, but I think I'm get.ting too old for it. 
Me too! 





















i, Jod v: 
•I 
'I 
a wh istle, and a few moments later a passenger train tore past. 
The eng ineer waved at them and they waved bac k. 
Nothing ever happens here. 
A train just went past. 
B.ig deal! 
And we're going to Mr. Pelican's Store. 


















II Jan: Nml/, cut that out! ~~e have to go and get some mol asses for 1.1 
lj -
il Grandma, and I'm not going by myself. 1
1 
I• 
l I I Jody: There's something funny about ~1r. Pelican. I heard Grandpa say 1 
I 0 I 
I s . I 
I 'I !Jan: And I heard Grandma telling him to hush, that there \1/as nothing 'i 
~~- . to it. No•/ come on, Jody. ~~ 
I, .j 
I Narrator: Now they were right in front of Mr. Pelican's little store. 11 
il 'I I It stood all by itself, on the edge of a big woods. The store ~
---rlb ===============================================:pi===== 







~~·====================================================~====== I' I 
! was just a little wooden building that sat in a clearing beside ~ 
j
1
. the road. Jody and Jan stepped inside. The room seemed bigger ! 
.,,. h h h d 11 t an t ey a expected, and it was dark. Blinds shut out most 
II p 
Ji of the -b-right sunlight. They looked around, trying to see r·1r . l 
'I I 
1
1 Pelican. I· 
!l 
i!f~r . Pelican: 
I! 
II Jan: 
Can I help you, my dears? Ah, dearies--did I startle you? 
I was just feeding my cat. I'm so sorry. 
Grandma would like a gallon of molasses, please. ,-.-
11 ~·1r . Pel i can : 
!, 






Kind of dull around here this time of year, isn't it? 
Deadest place I ever saw. 
! Mr. Pelican: That's too bad. Maybe we could stir things up a little. 
l 
What ~o you mean? •,! Jan: 
:1 -




around the back and get that molasses for your Grandma? It's 
in a keg back there. Just open the spout at the bottom--but be 
'I I sure you hold your pail under it first. Use the front door. 
I 
I And be sure to go around the house WIDDERSHINS. 
I Jan: ~~Jha t do you mean? 
!Mr. Pelican: Turn left and go around the house, that direction. 
jNarrator : Jan and Jody did as he told them. Walking, they turned left 
I 
II 
and found th~~selves behind the house. Mr. Pelican's Store 
seemed older and grayer. The woods behind the house seemed to 
have shrunk away to make room for a cornfield. Then they saw 
I! 
II 
soldiers moving down the rows of corn toward them. They were 
jl 
" I' 




















funny looking guns. Suddenly, the soldiers in gray began to 
blast away at the ones in blue, and those in blue shot right 
back at them. 
Where are we? What 1 s happening? 
That store must be around here somewhere . Come on! Let 1 s get 
out of here! 



















everything wa s changed again. There was a long, slop ing green 
lawn with big shade trees. In the distance they could see a 
barn and stables. They also caught a glimpse of a big, white 
house with tall pillars. Right in the middle of the lawn was a 
'I big round summer house, with a crowd of boys and girls having a 1 
picnic inside. Jody started toward them. Suddenly, one little 
boy saw hi m and darted out. His clothes were strange. He wore 
shor t purple pants, and his shirt had ruffles at the collar and l 
wrists, too. Before he had a chance to speak, a tall woman came I 
I 
across the lawn. She was dressed oddly, too. She turned to 
Jan and Jody and chased them away. 
Now what? 
Maybe if· we just keep going around. 
What if we come out on that woman 1 s lawn again? 
I don 1 t think she 1 ll be there. 






Sure enough when they stepped behind it, everything was changed 
again. 
quiet. 
The bui 1 ding was made of 1 ogs nm"'· Everything was 
j 








An Indian was leaning against the trunk of a tree. He had a 
and arrow and was aiming straight at them. Jan and Jody ran 
back around the corner the v.tay they had come. \4/hen they did 




1r. Pelican: Did you fill your pail to the top so that your grandma 
had a full gallon? 
Jan: We didn't.find the molasses. 
:~ r. Pelican: You didn't? ~Jell, come. I'll show you. 
1 Narrator: Mr. Pelican took the tin pail and stepped outside. Jan and 



















the way they had expected it to. There was a little garage 
t hat Mr. Pelican used as a storeroom. Against one side of it 
stood a keg of molasses. Mr. Pelican opened the spout and let 
the molasses glug into the tin pail. A few minutes later, Jan 
and Jody were walking down the hot dusty road toward home. 
They weren•t feeling bored now. Instead, they were trying to 
figure out what had happened. 
Every time we went around the house, time turned back. That 
first trip was the Civil War. 
The second trip was in the days of the big plantation houses. 
And the last trip was in the days of Indians. We had a narrow 
escape that time! 
But what made us come back to today? We kept going round and 
round and each time it was different. 
I 
11 Jody: Unti 1 we went back the other way. That's it, Jan! 


















Jan: Maybe, but I wish · I knew what WIDDERSHINS means. That might 




Narrator: They found Grandpa dozing on the front porch. They v.Ja i ted a l 
II 
I 
II h b i t , then ·woke h i m up . 
II 
11 Grandpa: You tv1o been up to something? 
lj Jan: No, Grandpa. Well, yes, Grandpa. I 
I 





Jan: \~ e j u s t "''a n t to ask you a question. 
,, 
II . , Grandpa: All right. Fire away . 
11 Jan : What does WIDDERSHINS mean? 
:1 Grandpa: Well, it's an old word and not much used nowadays. 
I 
1










i Grandpa: I __ __._ _ It neans counter-clockwise--to the left, that is. 
I' ,I 
Peop 1 e used 11 
II 
ll 
'I to think there was magic going around a church WIDDERSHINS. 


















So that's it. As long as we went to the left, we kept going 
I wonder how soon Grandma will need some more molasses from 
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11 APPENDIX D 





1 1. How did Jody say he felt when the story began~ 
·I 
'I !, 
!II 2. Why did Jan and Jody go to the store? 
i 
I 























What did Jan and Jody see the first time they walked around the 
s tore? 
\1/ha t did Jan and Jody see the second time they went around? 
What did Jan and Jody see the third time they went around? 
How did Jan and Jody break the spell? 
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9. What does the \vord "\-1Ji ddershins 11 mean? 































Like Jan and Jody, do you ever feel bored during summer vacations? 
Have you ever seen a store like Mr(s). Pelican•s? 
Has any ne seen mov ies or television programs that show people 
going backward or forward in time? 
What changes wo uld you see if you looked back a hundred years? 
What changes would you see if you looked forward a hundred years? 
62 
II 
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